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SAFETY FIRST! FOOTWEAR
Safety is important head-to-toe. This month, it’s more about the toe.
An important part of your safety equipment while forging is a good pair of work boots. It goes
without saying that you should never forge barefoot or with open-toed shoes. But proper
footwear goes further than that.
You should never wear shoes made from synthetic cloth. If you have a hot piece of metal fall
on your nylon tennis shoes, the nylon will burn, and the molten plastic will stick very firmly to
your skin, producing severe burns.

Note the green triangle on the boot,
identifying that this boot is certified
for class one protection: steel toes
and puncture resistant bottom for
heavy industrial use. A yellow
triangle is for use in light industrial,
and a fir tree indicates protection
from chain saws.

NEWSLETTER DISCLAIMER
Blacksmithing is a very dangerous hobby/
job. All members, demonstrators, and
guests are responsible for using eye, ear,
and respiratory protection and safe
working methods. Minors must be
accompanied by a parent or responsible
adult.
The Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas,
its officers, members, demonstrators,
guests, writers, and the editor disclaim
responsibility for any damages, injuries,
or destruction of property as a result of
the use of any information published in
this newsletter or demonstrated at
workshops, meetings, or conferences.
Every effort is made to insure the accuracy
and the safety of information provided,
but the use of any material is solely at the
user’s own risk.
Attendees at organization functions and
classes consent to the use of their images
in publications and web pages of the
Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas.

NEWSLETTER DEADLINES
Submissions for articles, meeting minutes,
announcements, events, and classified
advertising are due to the editor before
the last Saturday of the preceding month.
Members will receive an electronic edition
by email by the first Saturday of the
month. Those receiving hard copies will
be mailed the next Monday.
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“Boots can protect you from a world of pain, and
complement that whole rugged blacksmith look
you’re going for.”
Boots are more preferable than shoes because your pants cover the top, preventing hot metal
and scale from falling into the shoes you are wearing. Never tuck your pants into your boots.
Blacksmithing involves a lot of heavy objects. Even if your work piece is small, you are
surrounded by anvils, post vices, and other heavy objects. Who here doesn’t drop a hammer on
the floor now and then? For this reason, you should consider steel-toed boots. Boots can
protect you from a world of pain, and complement that whole rugged blacksmith look you’re
going for.
My dog knows I’m going to the forge if he sees me pull the boots out of the closet. In his world,
“boots” mean “fun”. Don’t let improper footwear ruin your fun (or your dog’s).

LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
On Wednesday, April 22, 2015, Google made a major
change to their search engine. Google has found that more
than 50% of searches are now originating on mobile
phones, yet most search result pages are not capable of
automatically adjusting their format to be easily readable
on a small phone screen. As of 4/22, Google is now ranking
result pages higher if they support both traditional and
mobile interfaces.
Why am I telling you this? Because our BOA website is
built on the WordPress development platform. This
platform is “responsive,” meaning it automatically
reconfigures itself for the size screen on which it is being displayed.
Apparently, we are one of the very few blacksmithing websites with this capability. In the past,
you would not find our website anywhere near the top on a Google search for “blacksmith.” We
weren’t even very close if you searched for “Arkansas blacksmith.” Today, however, if you
search the internet for just ”blacksmith,” we are the third top ranked site, just behind the
Wikipedia “Blacksmith” page, and a page on Longfellow’s poem, “The Village Blacksmith.”
That’s a pretty good search engine ranking!
Google does use location as part of their search algorithm, so we may not be the third top result
in another part of the world, but last Tuesday we weren’t even on the first ten pages of search
results from here in our own back yard!
BOA is continuing to climb to higher and higher levels of quality and reputation! Getting all
respectable and such...
Robert Fox, BOA Editor

LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

BOA OFFICERS

It is my great pleasure to announce that a former president of
BOA is scheduled to demonstrate how to make a pirate cutlass at
the Northwest chapter meeting on May 9th. Mark Marrow will
demo at the meeting at Cheryl Miskell’s (she has promised to
have meat for lunch). Mark is a master swordsmith with over 30
years of experience. You can check out his work at http://
www.swordsmith.net .
If you are too old to have played multiplayer role playing games
as a teenager, a cutlass is a curved sword; not an Oldsmobile car.
According to Wikipedia “A cutlass is a short slashing sword, with
a straight or slightly curved blade sharpened on the cutting edge,
and a hilt often featuring a solid cupped or basket-shaped guard.
It was a common naval weapon.” While we associate them with
pirates, they were used by all types of naval forces. While being
Dale Custer, BOA President
shaped like a saber, a cutlass is shorter and heavier. The longer
and lighter blade of the saber made it a better choice for land forces especially cavalry since it
would be carried by man or horse and used in the open. A naval cutlass would be transported
mostly by the ship and its shorter length would be more useful when fighting in the close
quarters of a ship.
Again from Wikipedia, “Although also used on land, the cutlass is best known as the sailor's
weapon of choice. A naval side-arm, its popularity was likely because it was not only robust
enough to hack through heavy ropes, canvas, and wood, but short enough to use in relatively
close quarters, such as during boarding actions, in the rigging, or below decks. Another
advantage to the cutlass was its simplicity of use. Employing it effectively required less training
than that required to master a rapier or small sword, and it was more effective as a close-combat
weapon than a full-sized sword would be on a cramped ship.
Cutlasses are famous for being used by pirates, although there is no reason to believe that
Caribbean buccaneers invented them, as has sometimes been claimed. However, the subsequent
use of cutlasses by pirates is well documented in contemporary sources, notably by the pirate
crews of William Fly, William Kidd, and Stede Bonnet. French historian Alexandre Exquemelin
reports the buccaneer Francois l'Ollonais using a cutlass as early as 1667.”
Mark has a large selections of swords available. From the Roman period he offers the three main
styles of gladius; the Hisspanis, the Pompeii and the Mainz-Fulham. Gladius is the Latin word
for sword. The names Pompeii and Fulham are derived from where they were first found and
with Hisspanis are short swords of a type used by Roman Legionary. The main difference of the
Mainz-Fulham is a triangular tip, which is stronger for penetrating armor but also will produce
larger wounds, less likely to stop bleeding. Mark also makes and sells Roman javelins (pilum)
which in Roman days would have had a heavy wooden body and a long iron tip. Generally, the
Roman Legions would throw the pilum before closing with the enemy. The length and softness of
the iron would cause it to bend if it hit anything hard and make it useless to throw back. Or if it
lodged in a shield, the weight of the wooden body would bend the soft iron tip making in difficult
to quickly remove. This added weight would tire the enemy soldiers shield arm more quickly and
make him slower to raise his shield to protect himself or to lower it from fatigue and give the
Legionary an opening in which to land a stabbing blow. Mark’s are made from 5160 steel and
heat treated so unlike the originals they aren’t throw away weapons. Mark also makes Pugio,
which are Roman daggers.
For Japanese weapons Mark makes Katana, Naginata and Yari blades. Katana are long swords
that we associate with the Samurai warrior class. They are made from 1084 or 1086 M steels,
forged in a traditional Japanese charcoal forge and heat treated in the traditional way with full
temper lines. The wavy lines on a Japanese sword are not designs but are the marks left from a
process of zone tempering using a clay slurry. This slurry is placed on the blade with the thickest
part on the spine and less and less toward the edge. The depth and shape of the clay would be
carefully shaped. The scallop shaped line is not for looks but is to add toughness to the blade.
Naginata are sword shaped blades with a curve placed on a pole weapon. Yari is the Japanese
name for spear of which there are numerous types.
...Continued on sidebar, page 5
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BOA MEETING CALENDAR
JANUARY
2015
FEBRUARY
2015
MARCH
2015
APRIL
2015
MAY
2015
JUNE
2015
JULY
2015
AUGUST
2015
SEPTEMBER
2015
OCTOBER
2015
NPVEMBER
2015
DECEMBER
2015

RIVER VALLEY AREA

NW AREA

CENTRAL AREA

NE AREA

3
7
7
4
2
6
4
1
5
3
4
5

10
14
14
18
9
13
11
8
12
10
14
12

17
21
21
11
16
20
18
15
19
17
21
19

3
7
7
4
2
6
4
1
5
3
4
5

At Jerry Holmes’
In Van Buren
Fire Poker
At Gary Braswell’s
In Lavaca
Fire Shovel
At Jerry Holmes’
In Van Buren
Fireplace tool stand
Cancelled
(Easter Weekend)
At Ross Wilkinson
In Greenwood
Candleholder
At Jerry Holmes’
In Van Buren
Set of hooks (J,S,L)
TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

At Ed Osoris’
In Springdale
A Door Knocker
At Richard Ross’
In Flippin
Dragonfly/humgbrd
At Stosh Japczyk’s
In Eureka Springs
Hook for wall or door
At Tired Iron
In Gentry
Smith’s Choice
At Cheryl Miskell’s
In Marble Falls
A Corkscrew
At Rusty Wheels
In Harrison
A Trivet
TBD

TBD

At Tired Iron
In Gentry
TBD

TBD

TBD

At Larry Lane’s
In Sheridan
Plant or Animal
At Tim Huddleston’s
In Bryant
Made from RR spike
At Herman Ginger’s
In Pine Bluff
Made from rasp or file

At Dale Custer’s
In Little Rock
Top Set tool
At Thurston Fox’s
In Mayflower
For use in the Kitchen
At Tim Huddleston’s
In Bryant
Scrolling Tongs

TBD

TBD

TBD

At Thurston Fox’s
In Mayflower
Zombie Weapon
TBD

TBD

At Jim Soehlman’s
In Jonesboro
At Jim Soehlman’s
In Jonesboro
Wall hook with leaf
At Lloyd Clayton’s
In Paragould
A spoon
At Jim Soehlman’s
In Jonesboro
Welded Ring
At Lloyd Clayton’s
In Paragould
Three-Pronged Fork
Crowley’s Ridge
State park
Tomahawk
TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

Sidebar
Page 8
Sidebar
Page 10
Sidebar
Page 6
Sidebar
Page 12
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METALLURGY —ADVANCEMENT’S EXTRA STEP
The Great Depression and WWII saw many
public works projects and demanded many
resources. The programs from these eras led to
the expansion of the power grid into rural areas
and created many power generation facilities to
provide cheap and efficient electricity. The
onset of WWII increased the need for material
resources to supply the war effort. Scrap drives
allowed the war department to obtain metal
needed in the production of the ships, tanks,
and airplanes to fight the Axis. Electricity and
scrap are the two main inputs into the EAF
(Electric Arc Furnace), and are the topic this
month.
In the late 1870’s, Siemens, patented the EAF,
as a way to melt steel but the first furnace was
not installed in the US until 1907. At that time,
there was not a widespread power grid to supply
many furnaces or a mature scrap market to feed
the raw materials to keep EAFs productive. The
benefit of the EAF was a lower capital
investment than all the equipment needed for
an integrated mill. Steel mills that use the EAF
in the melt shop were called mini-mills because
they were several times smaller than their larger
integrated counterparts in cost, land area, and
production output.
The EAF utilizes an electric arc that is struck between the columns of electrodes. That arc is
hotter than the surface of the sun and tremendous amounts of heat energy can be directed into
the scrap for melting. EAFs are classified into two distinct categories: AC furnaces that operate
on three-phase power through three electrodes, and DC furnaces which have one electrode and
a steel cathode in the furnace floor.
Power is supplied to the furnace by a transformer that is the size of a small house. Control of
the power input is important at various stages of the melting and refining process.
Transformers have a number of tap settings that allow the voltage to be changed. This then
changes the power according to the formula P=VI (Power = Volts × Amps). Some AC furnaces
are controlled by changing the impedance, the relationship between the volts and AC current. I
will leave further discussion on complex electrical theory to electrical engineers.
After WWII, many EAFs were installed around the US since they were cheap to build, could
draw scrap from the surrounding area and could supply steel in the immediate area around the
plant. Many developments have helped to refine and enhance the EAFs that are in use today.
These developments have sought to increase the efficiency of the EAF operation and decrease
emissions from the furnace.
EAFs are around 55-60% efficient. The remainder of this energy is lost to the water-cooled
shell, through the off-gases, or unreacted additions. Chemical energy is used in the furnaces by
burners to pre-heat the scrap, and through the injection of carbon and oxygen. Newer furnace
designs seek to use the energy leaving in the off-gas to preheat scrap. The two designs that are
in use today are the Fuchs shaft furnace and the Consteel.
The electric arc furnace has become a primary source for melting steel in the USA due to the
availability of the resources of scrap and electricity. Low initial investments have made the
mini mill easy to build near their respective markets. Improvements in the operations of these
furnaces have made the US steel industry the primary recycler of metal while reducing their
impact on the surrounding environments. Next month we will discuss how and what the steel
is turned into to be beneficial to today’s society .
Official BOA Metallurgist
Ross Wilkinson
Arw3rd@hotmail.com
816-590-8606

PRESIDENT’S LETTER,
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
For Medieval swords Mark has
several types on his website. He has
a Scottish claymore. A claymore is a
two handed sword favored by the
Scottish Highlanders. Claymore is
an Anglicization (making a work
more English sounding) of the
Gaelic for great sword. The
claymore name was reused by the
U.S. Army for a type of command
detonated mine that was said to cut
down enemy soldiers like the great
sword. Mark has a sword called the
Sword of Truth with engravings on
the cross guard and the pommel,
which I would like to know more
about. Mark’s swords are made
from 5160 tool steel. He also has
javelins and spears.
On his Miscellaneous page. Mark
has photos of Roman camp tools,
spears, shield bosses, tomahawks,
bearded axes, war mallets, bowie
knives and various types of Roman
cooking gear. The bearded axe has
become more popularly known from
the A&E TV show Vikings. Once
again from Wikipedia, “The lower
portion of an axe bit is called the
"beard" and the cutting edge of the
bearded axe extends below the width
of the butt to provide a wide cutting
surface while keeping the overall
weight of the axe low. The hook, or
"beard" of the axe would have also
been useful in battle, to hook onto
things, such as shields or weapons,
to pull them out of the defender's
grasp.
Dale Custer, BOA President

SAD NEWS
With the majority approval of the
board, BOA sent a donation of $50
to The Children’s Home of
Paragould in the honor of Danny
Robb Sr.
Ron Wells, BOA Treasurer
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RIVER VALLEY AREA APRIL MEETING
Because the April meeting fell on Easter weekend, the River Valley chapter cancelled, so that
the members could spend the time with friends and family.
Ross Wilkinson—RVBOA Secretary

NEXT RIVER VALLEY MEETING
The next River Valley BOA
meeting will be held on May
2nd at Ross Wilkinson’s shop:
Ross Wilkinson
6006 Roadrunner Lane
Greenwood, AR
816-590-8606
The meeting will begin at 9:00
am and end at 3:00 pm, and
the trade item will be a
candlestick holder.
Directions:
From town square in Greenwood
 Head east on highway 10
toward Booneville for 6 miles.
 The east bound lane will go
into two lanes over Washburn
mountain.
 Near the top, just past the
"Right lane ends" sign,
Milltown road takes off to the
right. Turn right.
 Follow the road into the
valley.
 About a mile from highway
10, look for roadrunner lane
on the right. It is a gravel
road and the sign is
red. There is a cluster of
mailboxes at the turn along
with the ruins of a brick
house. Turn right.
 Follow the trail for 1/4 mile to
the house. There is a black
suburban and other vehicles
in the yard. You can't pass us
as you would drive by the
meeting on the way to the last
house on the road.
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A“Blacksmith’s Pie” form the 1500’s.

BLACKSMITH PIE
Before modern ironmaking and transportation made iron cheaply available, no smith would
be caught dead throwing valuable metal odds and ends away. One of the apprentice’s jobs
was to make a “blacksmith’s pie” every day. All the scrap metal from the day would be
collected and wrapped in an iron band. The smallest pieces would be driven into this mass
until it was packed tight. Then the “pie” was forge-welded back into useable metal.
I’m glad those smiths of old can’t see the floor of my shop today! There’s the making of many
a pie scattered about the floor.
Robert Fox, BOA Editor

A forged pie stand, allowing several pans
of pie goodness to cool at once.

A forged rolling pin rack, for making pies
for the pie stand.

MAKING (LOTS OF) CHARCOAL
Bob Patrick sent me a link to an
instrucatables site that shows the
process a woodlands conservation
group in England uses to convert
culled limbs into charcoal on a fairly
large scale.
The group uses a large metal drum
with three vents and a tight fitting
lid. Click on the link above for
detailed step-by-step instructions
and pictures.

PROJECT NOTES—THE HANDY-DANDY SUPERDUPER SIFTING COAL SCOOPER
Author: Robert Meuser, BOA Member
Blacksmiths and Blacksmithettes,
Have you ever gotten a batch of coal that has an large amount of fines and dusty crumbs? We
all have at one time or other. It can’t be helped. We are lucky to have Ron Wells as our coal
mister; he tries to get the best coal he can. But when that happens, I try to get the fine crap out
the best way I know how. Today the inspiration light turned on in the abyss of my mind and I
came up with a tool that cleans up the coal. It is my HANDY-DANDY SUPER-DUPER SIFTING
COAL SCOOPER. Just shovel into your bin with this tool and the dust drops through the scoop
leaving the clean stuff to throw on the blazing forge. It might be just my imagination, but I
believe I experienced a little less coal smoke putting cleaner coal on the fire. My neighbors will
appreciate that.
You can make one of these neat tools in about an hour or so. You will need about 18” of 1” x1/8”
flat stock steel to form the side of the scoop. My scoop is 6” long, 5” wide with a rounded back
end. You can make it any size you desire. The bottom of the scoop is expanded metal so the dust
can filter through it. I mig welded
mine together. The handle is
whatever length you want or
need. I used a hex shaped rod on
mine 19” long, I had around my
shop. I mig welded that to the
scoop as well, and there it was. It
works slicker than a cat covering
Doo-Doo on a tin roof during fly
time. I hope this helps if you have
a thing about getting the dusty
crumbs out of your coal.

Blacksmith safely,
Robert Meuser, BOA Member

GOT A STORY IDEA?
Do you have a story you would like to
see in the VOICE? Would you like to
write it, or is it something you want to
read?
Let us know—send an email to
editor@blacksmithsofarkansas.org.
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NE ARKANSAS APRIL MEETING
Jim Soehlman's shop
April 4, 2015
8 am until 3 pm

NEXT NORTHEAST MEETING

We had 10 in attendance including
two guests (Harold "Peanut" and
Melanie Beck)

The next NEAC BOA meeting
will once again be held at
Lloyd Clayton's shop. His
address is

Members present were Jimmie
Barnes, Dusty Elliot, Lloyd Clayton,
John Johnson, Eddie Mullins, Matt
Quinn, Rebecca and Jim Soehlman.

400 Greene 714 Rd
Paragould, AR 72450

Thank you Melanie Beck for the
AWESOME home made cinnamon
rolls.

The meeting will be held on the
first Saturday of May (the 2nd).
The trade item is a three
pronged fork.
The meeting will start at 8:00 am,
and end at 3:00 pm.
Directions:
From the Walcott Post Office, the
directions are as follows:

Go south on Ark Hwy 141
approximately .25 miles

Turn left (east) on Greene 707
Drive east on Greene 707 until
you get to Greene 714, then
turn right (south)

Lloyd's house is the first house on
the right.
Note of interest: Lloyd's shop has a
trip hammer...

We grilled burgers for lunch and continued to enjoy the huge pan of cinnamon rolls.
Our forging today was kind of individual interest. Lloyd made a dragons head bottle opener,
Eddie did some demonstrations to help Matt with his forging. Matt was pleased with his own
improvements from the first time he tried his hand at the forge. John worked on a wall hook,
I believe, as Dusty looked on. Dusty was making a steak turner.
The new portable forge was fired up and seems to be working fine. A hood would be an
improvement however.
There were two trade items (forge welded rings) traded today.....ONLY TWO?? Well that's a
statement of the fact that forge welding does give a lot of us some trouble.
See sidebar for May meeting information. The June NEA BOA will be in Crowley's Ridge
State Park , Saturday June 6th, from 8:am to 3 pm, with Jim Soehlman's shop as alternate
location. The trade item will be a tomahawk (this should prove to be interesting)
I am not encouraged by the email communications that I have received from the staff at the
state park. They want us to rent a site and if we were to sell any items at that demonstration,
they would receive 20% of the sale. I am not as versed as some of you in setting up a
demonstration, so I
welcome any input. We do
have the cost of coal, metal,
transportation, etc. and I
feel that a blacksmith
demonstration is out of the
ordinary.
Jim Soehlman—NEACBOA
Secretary
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PROJECT NOTES—RAILROAD SPIKE TOMAHAWK
Author: Tom Moore. Used with permission from the Mid-Atlantic Smith’s Association
Newsletter
The following simple steps yield a tomahawk from a standard railroad spike. The head of the
spike is not altered so that the original material 1s easily identifiable.
The dimensions given are approximate. The biggest problem is holding the thing while
performing the operations.



Start with a new or unworn spike. 5/8"
square and 6- 1 /2" long.
PINTEREST BLACKSMITH
Can’t stop finding interesting stuff on
Pinterest. For some reason, this
month I keep running across insanely
ornate hammers….



Upset spike on anvil to about 1" square
and about 4 3/8” long. Keep the head
cold.



Flair upset end with cross peen.
Periodically straighten back, smooth
blade.



Slit eye - swell slit with drift. Straighten any deformities.



Grind profile. File smooth and sharpen. Harden in water and temper to a blue.
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NEXT NORTHWEST MEETING
The next Northwest Area BOA
meeting will be held on
Saturday, May 9th, from 9:00
am to 3:00 pm.
Cheryl Miskell
HC 73, Box 50A
Marble Falls, AR 72648
The trade item will be a
corkscrew.

NORTHWEST AREA BOA APRIL MEETING
The Northwest Area BOA April meeting took place at Tired Iron, in Gentry. Ron Wells played
chauffeur to Tom Bates, Harold Enlow, and yours truly. Ron brought along his repurposed
Ford truck bed trailer loaded with the accoutrements necessary for a BOA demonstration.
Tired Iron was rather soggy, having endured a steady rain for most of the morning.
BOA members in attendance at this April 18th meeting included Dale Custer, Ross Wilkinson,
Harold Enlow, Ed Osoris, Clyde Foster, Bryan Parson, Wayne Bollman, Ron Wells, Jessy
Parsons, Steve Low, Hardy Todd, Cheryl Miskell, Tom Bates and Robin Grattidge. Guests
included Neal Bollin, Daniel Wilkinson, A. R. Wilkinson, and Michelle Woodward.
Dale Custer called the meeting to order at midday.

Directions:
Cheryl lives on Scenic HWY 7,
between Harrison and Jasper.
If coming north on Hwy 7 from
Jasper, I am exactly 1.1 miles north
of the Pruitt Bridge (the old green
bridge over the Buffalo River). As
you come around a big curve, you will
see a bunch of old tractor trailers and
other vehicles parked on the right, a
green house, and 2 mailboxes. My
driveway is the very next right and
my little red house is down the hill.
It’s hard to see my driveway until
you’re on top of it.
If coming south on Hwy 7 from
Harrison, I am exactly 5.6 miles
south of the intersection of 7 and 206,
which is south of Harrison. (I am
about 12 miles south of the Harrison
Wal-Mart, which is on the north side
of town.) You will go past Dogpatch
and the Mill Creek Campground.
When you see an old house with raw
wood siding sitting close to the road
on the left, you will turn at the very
next left, down the hill to my little red
house. My driveway is almost exactly
opposite a blue “Adopt a Highway”
sign (for Heather Hill Cabins, I
think). Again, it’s hard to see my
driveway until you’re on top of it.
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April Trade Items—Smith’s Choice
Dale asked members to be sure to get packets of business cards to hand out. He also reminded
members that Bob Patrick will be offering two classes at Eureka Springs School of the Arts.
Bob is featured on the cover of the ESSA course catalog.
Next month’s meeting is at Cheryl Miskell’s home in Marble Falls. The trade item is a
corkscrew. During this meeting, Mark Morrow (past president of BOA) will demonstrate how
to make a cutlass. The June meeting will be at Rusty Wheels in Bellefonte. The trade item is a
trivet.
Dale welcomed new member Robin Grattidge, and our guests (listed herein above).
Bob Lock is ready to hold the drawing for his anvil after the meeting. Ross Wilkinson has a
bag of stainless steel rings to hand out.
Ron Wells discussed the sales table, noting that Tom Bates provided most of the items for this
meeting. Ron encouraged all members to contribute items for the sales table. Ron also has a
new, updated membership list, for anyone who wants a hard copy.
Cheryl Miskell, NWBOA Secretary

PROJECT NOTES—DOOR STOP
By Randy McDaniel, author of "A Blacksmithing Primer, A Course In Basic And Intermediate
Blacksmithing". Reprinted with permission from the December 1998 issue of the Clinker
Breaker, the newsletter of the Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA)

1.

Here is a simple item that I first made as a request and it became a real staple in my sales at
craft fairs. It is a good, quick practice or demonstration piece that is very functional

2.

I use hot rolled mild steel, 1" to 1 1/2" wide by 1/8" to 3/16" thick and about 16" long. Draw
out a long taper allowing the end of the bar to spread out evenly on both sides. This shape is
known as a "fishtail" in scroll making.

3.

Place the end past the anvil edge and use glancing blows to start the scroll. Do not hit the anvil surface, as that would make a
flat area in the scroll. Turn the piece over and use back-face blows to scroll the bar towards you while lifting the bar. That end is
done.

4.

Forge a fishtail on the other end. Start forging a scroll in the opposite direction as the first one. Follow the sketches to make a
larger scroll. Watch the negative space to control the gradual opening of the scroll.

5.

Place the piece balanced about halfway on the edge of the anvil and
hammer a bend until you have a number 12 "2" shape. Take a
couple of hammer blows on the very end of the bend to slightly flare
it out. Then cool off the whole piece. You will notice that the
straight areas will slightly curve while making the bend. That adds
to its appeal and gives the wedge a spring action
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Dale’s top and bottom fuller
NEXT CAC BOA MEETING
The next Central Arkansas
Chapter meeting will be at the
home of Thurston Fox in
Mayflower on Saturday, May
16th, from 9:00 am to 3:00 pm.
25 Third Circle Cutoff
Conway, AR 72032
The trade item is “something for
the kitchen” - knife, fork, spoon,
ladle, trivet, whatever.
Directions:
If you’ve been there before, we’ve
moved...across the street.
 Get on Interstate 40, and go to
the Mayflower exit (exit 135)
between Little Rock and Conway.
 If you are coming from Little
Rock, cross over the interstate.
 Turn right at the light onto 365,
which runs alongside the freeway
towards Conway.
 Stay on 365 for about three miles.
Brannon Landing will be on your
right. Just before you get there,
you’ll see Linn’s gas station on
your left, then you’ll cross part of
Lake Conway. Brannon Landing
is just after you cross the water.
 Take Brannon Landing back over
the freeway, and turn left at the
stop sign. Follow the signs.
If you get lost, give us a call. My cell is
(501) 993-4229
NEW FORGE

OLD FORGE
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CENTRAL BOA APRIL MEETING MINUTES
The April, 2015 meeting of the Central Arkansas Chapter of the Blacksmith Organization of
Arkansas (CACBOA) met at the forge of Dale Custer in West Little Rock. We had nine members
in attendance, plus our hard-working intern and two guests.
In the morning, Dale trapped a couple members into helping
him assemble his latest purchase, a metal-cutting band saw.
Very nice!. Robert Thompson worked off some pre-wedding
jitters making a leaf key ring for a relative. Best wishes on your
upcoming marriage, brother! Our intern, Julio Castillo, got lots
of constructive advice as he finished up a no-weld bending fork
for his beautiful little farrier's anvil. Most of us, if we were
going to purchase a new anvil, would have gone for a London
pattern, or such, but Julio has a straight-up farrier’s anvil.
However, Julio graduates from UCA this summer and has been
accepted into Louisiana State University veterinary school. He may well be using that anvil
professionally before we know it.
At noon Dale handed out more business cards and we exchanged trade items—a top set tool.
Dale also passed around a book on the life of Francis Whitaker by George Dixon that is
definitely going on my “want” list. Unfortunately, Dale says that the planned all-BOA
conference for this summer is no longer going to happen.
I had to leave after lunch (Dawn’s chili—yum), but I’m sure those who stayed had a great time
free-forging that afternoon.
Robert Fox, CACBOA Secretary

PROJECT NOTES—TOWEL RACK
Reprinted with permission from the May 1988 issue of the Clinker Breaker, the newsletter of the Florida Artist Blacksmiths
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(Continued from front cover)

THE HISTORY OF
BLACKSMITHING IN
ARKANSAS
Many different men and women
have contributed to the
blacksmithing legacy and
traditions we enjoy today.
We began this series in February
with a discussion of Samuel Yellin
who developed the techniques
and processes necessary to craft
quality forged artifacts on an
industrial scale in many different
styles without sacrificing quality
or artistry.
In March we discussed Francis
Whitaker, the controversial smith
whose demand for excellence and
passion for teaching kept the high
standards of the craft alive
through the depression, World
War II, and the advent of massmarket consumerism.
This month we focus on a man
known primarily simply for being
an incredibly talented smith.
Cyril Colnik is arguably the best
architectural blacksmith America
has ever known. There may be a
few others in his league, such as
Thomas Googerty, but you could
count the smiths at that level of
skill on the fingers of one hand …
and still have enough fingers left
to eat with.
I did not expect the “famous
smiths” series to last for many
issues, but I keep discovering
(thanks in part to hints from
fellow BOA members) more and
more smiths who deserve your
attention and consideration.
I hope you enjoy meeting them as
much as I have.
Robert Fox—BOA Editor
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BLACKSMITH TRADITIONS: CYRIL COLNIK
Editor’s note: Portions of this article were made available through the generous permission of
blacksmith and author Dan Nauman of Bighorn Forge, as well as the public information site of
the Villa Terrace Decorative Arts Museum in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
Cyril Colnik was born in Trieben, Austria on September 20, 1871. He apprenticed in Vienna, then
spent his journeyman years traveling Europe, continuing his studies in France, Switzerland, Spain
and Italy before completing them at the Munich Industrial Art School in Munich, Germany.
Recognized as a gifted student, at age 22 Cyril was selected by the master artisan Reinhold Kirsch
to be part of his German ironworking team sent to Chicago for the World's Columbian Exposition
of 1893. There, Colnik created an ornate wrought-iron panel regarded as the masterpiece that
established his career.
Here, Vulcan, the god of fire, snarls menacingly amid a veritable tornado of leaves and vines. The
detail is breathtaking: each tiny tooth perfectly rendered, bat-like wings unfurled, ears pricked,
sinewy arms dissolving into a scroll.
Captain Frederick Pabst, founder of the Pabst Brewing
Company, had seen Colnik’s work at the World Fair,
and encouraged Colnik to settle in Milwaukee, a city
with a high regard for artisanship in its architecture.
Colnik heard about Milwaukee, also known as the
"German Athens,” and decided he could earn a better
living with Milwaukee's large German speaking
communities. Colnik received several commissions
Created for the 1893 Worlds Fair, Cyril Colnik’s
“Masterpiece” depicts Vulcan, the god of fire,
snarling menacingly amid a veritable tornado of
leaves and vines. The detail is breathtaking: each
tiny tooth perfectly rendered, bat-like wings
unfurled, ears pricked, sinewy arms dissolving into
a scroll. See detail at top of page.
Because of such details, metal artisans today regard
that World's Fair triumph as their profession's
version of the "Mona Lisa," according to author and
blacksmith Dan Nauman.

from beer barons Pabst and Schlitz (Herman
Uihlein of Schlitz Brewing Company), among
other "48ers" who had amassed fortunes since
the German influx into America in 1848. As it
turned out, Pabst was absolutely right. Colnik
settled in Milwaukee where he opened a
successful studio and worked until his
retirement in 1955. In 1905, Colnik married
Marie Merz. It is said that Marie was vibrant
and lively, in contrast to a more quiet and
reserved Cyril.

Colnik’s drawings for the Pabst Mailbox
After opening his studio in Milwaukee, Colnik
established a large patronage of Midwest architects
who came to regard him as the premier provider of
ornamental metalwork. His work became iconic with
Milwaukee architecture and his reputation spread
across the country. Large architectural jobs often
required the production of massive amounts of
ironwork within a short time. To meet this need, Colnik trained apprentices in his exacting
standards. But Colnik always personally designed each piece and oversaw its production.
Besides large contracts, Colnik also welcomed small jobs from the local elite, producing a large
number of small, one-of-a-kind items such as candelabra, lamps, balustrades, gates, decorative

Colnik and his workforce. Cyril is in the middle row, third from the right (with beard and dark
hat.) It is not clear as to how many employees Colnik had at any given time. Some say no more
than a dozen, while others say upwards of fifty.
Continued on page 16

ALTER CANDLESTICKS
Although sometimes called “the
Devil” because of his supernatural
skill and punishing work ethic, Cyril
made many liturgical pieces which
are still in use today. The picture
below shows how the candle lifts for
processionals.
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panels, furniture, door knobs, clocks, picture frames and fireplace tools. Colnik
prided himself in his ability to work in any style requested by his customers.
Consequently, he became regarded as a master of any style, from Baroque to Art
Deco.
However, although Colnik could adeptly handle this wide variety of styles and
techniques, he had perfected German Realism tradition, the attempt to imitate
nature. Oddly, wrought iron is a paradoxical medium for such naturalism because
of its bulk. But the best artisans, such as Colnik, were able to imbibe this weighty
material with lightness through organically flowing designs that defy the heaviness
of wrought iron.
Dan Nauman, owner of Bighorn Forge and author of a book on Colnik, says that
"He finished things with little chisel marks and whatever would enhance the piece
even in places that no one would ever see… The flow, the softness - it's almost the
talent of someone like Mozart."
Like Mozart, Colnik was rigorously disciplined. Just when you think his work is
headed over the top, a quality his clients often encouraged, he knew when to rein
himself in. Indeed, on rare occasions he could be almost austere, as in a nickelplated candelabrum so streamlined that it could be Art Deco.
Often called "the Tiffany of wrought iron masters," his unique mastery and style
gained Colnik national fame as "one of the foremost metal craftsmen of his time."

A Colnik Dancing Dragon

It became popular to have Cyril Colnik's ironwork as part of the architectural
elements of affluent homes and institutions. He was a master of any design style
and time period. He was so highly regarded for his sense of style that often
architects would note on the blueprint "Colnik to design ironwork".

A 1914 advertisement for Colnik’s firm reads: “Manufacturers of Artistic Iron, Brass, Bronze, such as Doors, Grilles, Etc.,
Candelabras, Lanterns, Brackets, Old fashioned Door Fixtures, Fireplace Goods, Antique Armours. Hammered Shields, Memorial
Tablets, Statuaries, Monuments, Etc.., Metal Work in All Styles.”
Colnik was a pacifist. When World War I broke out he
became depressed. He heard of an English officer who saw
atop the building of one of the largest German newspapers
in Milwaukee a symbol of Germany's greatest conquest: a
statue of Miss Germania. The English wanted the statue
removed. One night, Colnik helped remove Miss Germania
from the building and concealed her in his shop so she
would not be defaced or stolen. The statue has never been
seen nor recovered since.
During the depression, Colnik suffered financially as did
the rest of the country. One client, Wisconsin Memorial
Park, paid for his work not with money but in cemetery
plots. Colnik decided to dip into his own savings to pay his
employees.
Colnik's work could be found in or on several major
buildings and private homes in the Milwaukee area until
shortly after World War II when the Bauhaus and the
International Style became fashionable. At that point,
several structures that featured Colnik's work were razed
and replaced with more stark structures. Although a man
of modest means, the artist did his best to buy back much
of his work, lest it perish along with the buildings. Other
Colnik installations have deteriorated and disappeared.
Colnik amassed a sizable collection of his reclaimed works
which he displayed at his home studio.
Colnik's work can still be seen in many historic mansions,
churches and public buildings in Milwaukee and across
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America. Notable examples are found in the Milwaukee

A newel-post made by Cyril Colnik for Herman Uihlein, former
president of the Schlitz Brewing Co. in Milwaukee. The project
took three years for Colnik to complete.

City Hall, Herman Uihlein
House, Charles Allis House
and Pabst Mansion in
Milwaukee, the Insul and
Ryerson homes in Chicago,
and the Ringling Mansion
in Sarasota, Florida.

MASTER OF REPOUSSE
This Colnik piece (below) shows
his mastery of chasing (pushing
metal “down” from above) and
repoussé (pushing metal “up”
from underneath).

Colnik continued creating
custom metalwork until
shortly before his death in
1957. His personal
collection of his works
passed to his daughter,
Gretchen, who continued
to exhibit it and provide
informal talks about her
father's work. Colnik’s will
stated his wish that his
entire collection of art,
literature, plans, tools,
photographs and
equipment should be given
to his beloved city,
provided it would be
permanently displayed
somewhere in town. For over 30 years Gretchen fought to find a home for the bulk of this collection
and eventually found the ideal setting at the Villa Terrace Decorative Arts Museum. Upon her death
in 1991, she bequeathed the collection of more than 200 pieces to the Museum, which now
maintains a permanent exhibit devoted exclusively to Colnik. Many prime examples of his work can
be seen there, including his 1893 masterpiece from the Chicago World's Fair. It would probably
please Gretchen to know that the Kohler Foundation just acquired for the Villa Terrace a huge
collection of her father's drawings, blueprints and other important documents.

The photo to the left shows Colnik
engaged in this technique in his
studio.

The Villa Terrace Cyril Colnik exhibition is an interpretation of the Colnik’s life and work. Together
with biographical and historical information, the display features the implements of a blacksmith
shop, complete with forge, anvil and blacksmithing tools. In addition to several hundred examples
of Colnik’s decorative ironwork, the exhibit includes reproduction and original photos, as well as
examples of Colnik’s original drawings and blueprints. There are also photographs of Colnik, his
family and the Ornamental Iron Shop. The Museum’s stated intention is to be “the destination for
Colnik scholars who need access to primary documents.”
Prominently featured is an exhibit on the
process of forging and repoussé step by step,
to help you understand the techniques Colnik
used to embellish the pieces in the exhibition.
Cyril Colnik is unarguably one of the best, if
not the very best ornamental blacksmith
America has ever known. As contemporary
smiths, we owe a great deal to the legacy he
left behind—a legacy that shows how hard,
unyielding iron can be transformed into light,
flowing decorative yet functional shapes that
exceed any other artistic medium.
The man was an artist, and his work will
endure as an inspiration to smiths from
generation to generation.
Robert Fox, BOA Editor

Colnik working in his home studio.
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BOB PATRICK ON CYRIL COLNIK
In 1979, my good friend, Gerald Brostek, and I went to Cedar Creek, Wisconsin to see Bruce
LePage, Dimitri Gerakaris, and Francis Whitaker demonstrate. Cedar Creek was not too terribly
distant from Plain, Wisconsin, where, at that time, my friends Eric and Jeff Mobius lived and
had their blacksmithing business. (My memory of everything is a little fogged by time and may
be a little inaccurate.)
Eric and Jeff had their blacksmithing business in a building that had a lower and upper floor. I
really don't remember much about the shop part of their place. I don't remember where we
stayed and I don't remember much else other than Jeff and Eric Mobius had some really large
dogs that they fed on deer meat that Jeff had shot. I went in the rather chilly back room and
there were maybe 10 deer legs there they intended to feed the dogs as their main diet.

BOOK REVIEW
Alan J. Strekow, of Hales Corners,
WI, has compiled a large number of
fine images of Colnik’s works,
drawings, sketches and blueprints,
along with commentary for a truly
fine 200 page hardcover book.
The “Forward” to the book was
written by John C. Eastberg,
Director of Building Development
and Senior Pabst Historian at the
“Captain Frederick Pabst Mansion”
in Milwaukee. This Flemish
Renaissance style mansion was
home to brewmaster Captain
Frederick Pabst, of Pabst brewing
fame, and is also home to several
works by Cyril Colnik.
Another section was written by
blacksmith Dan Nauman, owner of
Bighorn Forge, Inc. Nauman writes
about Colnik through the eyes of a
20th century blacksmith. Nauman
has also contributed numerous
professionally shot images of
Colnik’s works, obtained through a
grant from the “Francis Whitaker
Blacksmith’s Educational
Foundation” in 1993. He has also
reproduced and restored numerous
works by Cyril Colnik over the
years.
"We are definitely in a renaissance
of ironwork right now," says
Nauman. "I find that many of my
clients want pieces reminiscent of
Colnik's work, and so I aspire to
achieve that same high level of
craftsmanship."
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Eric is one of the premier blacksmiths in the world, and we've known each other since we met in
Brockport, New York about 1972 or so, the same day I met Bruce LePage. Eric and Jeff learned
blacksmithing together at the University of Wisconsin. When Gerald and I visited, they were
finishing the first large gate they had made. I remember that Jeff had been the one who went
over the gate with riffler files, and scraped all the scale off of anyplace it remained after wire
brushing. But the gate did not lay in one plane as it should.
Francis Whitaker was coming to visit them, so they employed blacksmith engineering to get it
flat: they propped it with the low corners on blocks and drove a 3/4 ton pickup back and forth
over it until it sprung the gate so that it laid flat (I later employed the same technique on a gate I
made). Then, they scrupulously cleaned their shop—enough that Francis remarked that it was a
little too clean for a blacksmith shop.
This was not all that far from Milwaukee, Wisconsin and Eric wanted me to see the wall
sculpture they had made in school. It was on the wall of the publishing company owned by Eric
and Jeff's father. I remember they were printing some sort of skin magazine like Hustler when
we visited—it was a large company. The sculpture belonged to what Eric and Bruce called "The
Spaghetti School of Blacksmithing." The sculpture was free formed, heavy tapered round
material in whatever direction that pleased them. It was really an impressive and very heavy
piece—so heavy that Eric and Jeff's father spent a lot of money reinforcing and cantilevering the
wall it hung on.
Then they took me to a restaurant (I think it was called Nichol's), where they had made heavy
wine cellar doors. We met up with Tom Wilson, who showed us a bunch of ironwork he had
done around the area. (This has a little relevance to the story.) I had met their friend, Tom
Wilson, in 1976. Tom had done the artwork for Eric's catalog of items he made.
Then, Tom and Eric said we just had to visit Colnik's. Gerald and I had no idea what that was.
So, Tom took us to this not overly large green house. He said he had had the woman there,
Gretchen Colnik, for a teacher in school. Her father was Cyril Colnik. She was an attractive
woman in her 60's and she took us through the house.
First, Gretchen showed us her favorite pieces, and I wasn't too impressed with them. They were
made fairly simply and had commercially made leaves and parts on some of them. I later found
out that her father had made these as presents for her when she was a little girl, and they meant
more to her than the work her Father had done for rich people, because of the love in them.
Then she showed us Cyril Colnik's masterpiece and gave us a copy of a paper that explained a
little about her father, and had pictures of the work. It was an incredible piece of work, hard to
tell how it was assembled, but it had a large imp or devil as the main feature. The imp had
wings, and was finished like a small statue.
The whole grill, for such it was, was as fine as the best European masterpieces featured in old
books. And it was that: Cyril's masterpiece. Cyril was known as the Devil in Austria because of
his incredible skill. He was the finest blacksmith in Austria, and the Milwaukee Beer Barons had
brought him to the United States to do work for their mansions.
There was not much left in the way of a shop (as at Yellin's studio in Philadelphia), but there was
some fine work. We were taken to some other spots near Lake Michigan and around the area
where there were jobs Colnik had done.
The ironwork Colnik had installed had to have been beautiful at one time. However, it had not
been maintained, He had made the rails for the work out of layered iron to get interesting and

beautiful cross sections. Corrosion, and years of freezing—with it not being properly painted—had made the layers separate, with
large uneven gaps between the layers. It was no longer impressively beautiful. (Much of Yellin's work also deteriorated as it was
not maintained as it was supposed to be.)
Anyhow, that's all I recall anymore.
.
Bob Patrick—BOA Member

Cyril’s daughter, Gretchen, lived with him when Cyril was in his twilight years. She maintained his
fabulous works in iron, oiling them regularly. Gretchen Colnik was herself a noted personality in
Milwaukee, having first her own radio program, followed by a television program in which she
would cater to housewives, sharing helpful household tips and craft projects.
Many say she had an eccentric flamboyance, heightened visually as she was also widely known for
wearing outlandish hats. Those that knew her personally agree, however they also confess she enjoyed people, liked entertaining, and dearly loved her father.
She was very hospitable, often inviting women’s groups to tea at the Colnik home, or offering tours
of her famous father’s ironwork at the home for a mere 25 cents per person. She would then conclude
the tour by allowing the visitors to meet Cyril himself.
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PROJECT NOTES—FABRICATED FIREPOT
Author: Martin Pansch. Reprinted with permission from the Minnesota Guild of Metalsmiths Web Forum
Between my own, helping others out and hosting a poor
man's coal forge workshop a few years ago I must have
made or helped someone else make about a dozen
firepots. Mostly out of 1/4" plate because I seem to come
across a lot of 1/4" "crebble."
Back when all I had to cut it was a sawzall the cutting
took the longest. Once I got my demon saw cutting them
out took no time but welding with a small oxy/acetylene
rig took the most time. Now that I have a nice MIG
welder the time sink has been, remarkably, trying to set
all the pieces together before tacking them. We would try
to hold everything in place with bricks, tape, whatever we
had lying around.
It sometimes took 15 minutes putting the puzzle together
sometimes only to have it fall apart when you got the
MIG gun close (almost like it could tell...) Since most
those times we were only making one or a few it didn't
seem worth it to do anything more permanent. Now
since I am making a number of them for the Guild loaner library, plus I am scheduled to do another poor man's
forge workshop in the spring, I finally got around to building a fixture to hold all the pieces in place.
I made it out of wood for speed and ease of getting the angles right
(my miter saw can shave off a little wood easier than I can remove a
sliver of steel). Since it will only hold the pieces for a few quick tacks
I am not too worried about it burning up.
Just cut the pieces to size, slap them in, tack it in place, and pull it
out. Should help do it faster and keep the whole thing square easier.
This second photo (above) shows how the notches in the side are for
allowing me to clamp the grounding cable on the piece somewhere
out of the way.
After posting photos of the fixture I went up to the shop and started
laying out and cutting out firepot pieces with my demon saw. I have
a bunch of odd arc pieces of 1/4" plate I got for free-ninety-nine.
Depending on how accurate I was cutting them out they either fit
really well in the fixture or with just a small gap. Easy enough to
weld up.

I cut pieces until the saw needed a break and decided to
tack some together.
Then the mosquitos started getting gamey so I called it a
night.
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The Famous Bob Patrick Fabricated Crackproof Firepot
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2015 MEMBERSHIP ROLE
We have a large number of new members recently, and Ron Wells has asked me to include an updated roster in the newsletter. As
BOA treasurer, Ron collects the dues and keeps track of our membership. If any of your information is incorrect, please contact
Ron to make it right.
This listing will be removed from the online version of the newsletter which will be posted next month in order to protect the
privacy of our members. Please do not share this information outside of the BOA membership without the member’s consent.
For those of you viewing this electronically, you should be able to click on the member’s email and be directed to your mail client
with the email address already filled in for you.

CENTRAL ARKANSAS BOA MEMBERS

Member information intentionally removed from
online version for the protection of our members.
For an up-to-date membership roster with contact
information, members can contact the BOA treasurer
at treasurer@blacksmithsofarkansas.org

NORTHEAST ARKANSAS BOA MEMBERS
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NORTHWEST ARKANSAS BOA MEMBERS

Member information intentionally removed from
online version for the protection of our members.
For an up-to-date membership roster with contact
information, members can contact the BOA treasurer
at treasurer@blacksmithsofarkansas.org

Continued on page 24...
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NORTHWEST ARKANSAS BOA MEMBERS, CONTINUED...

Member information intentionally removed from
online version for the protection of our members.
For an up-to-date membership roster with contact
information, members can contact the BOA treasurer
at treasurer@blacksmithsofarkansas.org

RIVER VALLEY BOA MEMBERS
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THE TAILGATE—CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE

EDUCATION

COAL FOR SALE
50 pound bags.
BOA Members price $8/bag
Non-member price $10/bag
Contact Coal-Meister Ron Wells, or see
your chapter steward.

ANVILS ETC. FOR SALE
Bob Lock has Forges, blowers, anvils,
post vises, post drills, welding flux,
hardies, etc. Call to see if he has what
you need.
Also, there is a raffle for an 80 pound
Arm and Hammer anvil - $10 a ticket.
Call 417-847 6708 (Shell Knob,
Missouri)

WANTED

ROUND ANVILS
Ross Wilkinson has some very nice
round sections of 1053 with the surface
smoothed and hardened. They range
from around 145 lbs to 180 lbs and he
is selling them for $1 per lb.
Send an email
Arw3rd@hotmail.com

ADVERTISING
Contact the editor at
editor@blacksmithsofarkansas.org
All content is subject to editorial review.
MEMBERS
Ads are free to BOA members.
NON-MEMBERS
Advertising for non-members is
charged on a per-issue basis based on
the size of the ad and whether it is in
color or black and white only, per the
chart below.

HIT-AND-MISS ENGINES
Bryan Parsons sold that 350 lb bridge
anvil, but is looking for hit-and-miss
engines. If you have a lead for him,
call 479-957-5498. Word is that
Bryan also has some salvaged metal
available.

NEW FOR FALL
BLACKSMITHING CLASSES
Bob Patrick is teaching a course at his
shop through the Arkansas Craft
School November 7-9. Those who are
interested should contact the Arkansas
Craft School at
http:\\arkansascraftschool.org for cost
and to sign up.
This will be a beginning course. Bob
will be taking only 4 students, each of
which will have a separate forge, anvil,
and hand tools.
Bob will be glad to discuss any
particular type of work a prospective
student is interested in if you email
him at bobpatrick@southshore.cc

EVENTS
Mt Judea Harvest Day Festival
The 2nd annual Mt. Judea Heritage
Day Festival will be held Saturday,
May 2, 2015. The event, sponsored by
the Mt. Judea Area Alliance, had
hundreds attend in 2014 which was the
first of its kind in Mt. Judea. Several
events are planned for the day; Dutch
Oven Cook-off 9 am to 1 pm; Arts and
Crafts Fair 9 am to 4 pm; there will be
entertainment by area bluegrass and
country bands with the Ozark
Mountain Metal Cloggers performing
at 10 am. Different Craftsmen will be
doing demonstrations of their
particular crafts off and on throughout
the day. Thus far, blacksmithing
demonstrations by Ron Wells and
flint knapping by Andrew Rocole have
been booked. Around the middle of the
day, there will be old-fashioned games
for kids to participate in. There will
also be a horseshoe tournament going
on in the afternoon. All the events take
place on the Mt. Judea School grounds.
For more information about the day
call 870-434-5508, or email
scarlet_72655@yahoo.com.
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TITLE
Author Peter King. Used with
permission from the January 1993
issue of the Clinker Breaker, the
newsletter of the Florida Artist
Blacksmith Association (FABA)

GET YOUR BOA T-SHIRTS!
BOA t-shirts are only $10. You can’t beat that with a rounding hammer! Get the black if you are
worried about coal grime, or the grey if you are worried about the heat. Or get both for the winter,
and layer up!
The silk screening process requires that we save up orders until a minimum number is reached.
Fill out the form below, but send no money. You will pay when the t-shirts arrive.

At a

The design on the back of the shirt

The right-front pocket area

Enter the quantity of each color and size below. White is also available with black ink.
BLACK

GRAY

WHITE

SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
X– LARGE
XX-LARGE
XXX-LARGE
4X-LARGE

With Pocket
Without Pocket


Tall Sizes

All t-shirts are $10. Big-boy (3X & 4X) and Tall sizes are $2 more.
Indicate if you are interested in getting a cap. Yes

No

Your Name___________________________________________________
Address______________________________________________________
City, State, Zip_________________________________________________
Phone # {in case we need to contact you}___________________________

Bring this form to the next Meeting. Do not include payment.
Pay when T-shirts are delivered
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BLACKSMITH ORGANIZATION OF ARKANSAS
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Date: _________________
Name*:

(Plus Family Members)

Address:

PrimaryPhone:
Email**:
Email:
Email:
Special areas of interest:
 Knife making
 Restoration

 Gunsmithing
 Buck Skinning

 Architectural
 Medieval

Membership dues are $25 per year, due in January***.
Make checks payable to “BOA (Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas)”
Mail to:
Ron Wells, BOA Treasurer
HCR 32 Box 141
Mount Judea, AR 72655
Or bring to the next meeting and give to the Treasurer or Steward.
*BOA’s membership is a family membership. For the payment of one membership, all the members of a family would be afforded all the benefits and privileges of full membership. They
would, however, have ONE vote on BOA business per family membership.

BENEFITS OF BOA
MEMBERSHIP
BOA members continue a
tradition of educating our
members and the public in the
techniques and history of
blacksmithing, the king of
crafts.
In addition to our monthly
meetings, newsletter, and email
chatter, our members are active
in their communities with many
interesting events and
demonstrations.
Members also receive
discounted prices on coal and
stylish BOA apparel.
BOA membership is a family
membership. For one
membership fee, all the
members of the family are
considered active, and each may
receive an electronic newsletter.

**BOA's Newsletter is available as an electronic newsletter. It is only distributed to active
email addresses. Please make sure your email address and those of your family members are
entered correctly above.
***Membership dues are paid with the submission of this application; thereafter, they are due
each January. If the dues are paid in the last three months (October, November, or December) of the year, membership is paid up for the following year. If dues are not paid within the first three months (January, February, or March) of the year, the member is removed from the membership.

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Also available online at: www.abana.org
Email:

Name:
Address:

WWW URL:

City:

Phone:

State:

Zip:

Type of Membership:
 Regular …..$55

Fax:
Credit Card Information:

 Overseas ….....$65

 Visa  Mastercard

 Student …..$45  Contributing ..$100

Card#

 Senior …....$50  Library …….....$45

Expiration:

There is a $5 discount for 2-year memberships and renewals
The Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas (BOA) is an ABANA Chapter Affiliation
Submit check, money order (US banks only), or credit card information using this form to
Artist-Blacksmith’s Association of North America, Inc.
259 Muddy Fork Road
Jonesborough, TN 37659
Phone: 423-913-1022
Fax: 423-913-1023
Email: centraloffice@abana.org

BENEFITS OF ABANA
MEMBERSHIP
With your ABANA membership,
you receive a subscription to
both The Anvil's Ring and The
Hammer's Blow, as well as
discounted conference
registrations and discounts at
many web sites.
The Anvil's Ring, devoted
exclusively to the craft of
blacksmithing, is the
association's quarterly magazine
which presents articles on
topics such as architectural iron,
decorative design, hand forged
tools, historical references,
advice to beginners, etc.
The Hammer's Blow, also a
quarterly publication, is a black
and white magazine full of "how
to" tips and techniques for
professionals and beginners
alike.
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BOA MEMBER SHOWCASE—RICHARD ROSS
THE BLACKSMITH
ORGANIZATION OF
ARKANSAS (BOA)
BOA is an affiliate of the ArtistBlacksmiths Association of
North America (ABANA).
We are exclusively for the
education of members and other
interested parties in the skills,
techniques, and traditions of
blacksmithing. We aspire to
expose the art of blacksmithing
to the public, to serve as center
of information about
blacksmithing and its tradition,
and to do so in cooperation with
and as an affiliate of the ArtistBlacksmiths Association of
North America.
Information on when and where
we meet and how to join can be
found within the pages of this,
our monthly newsletter.
If you’re not already a member,
we hope you will be soon!

If you’ve ever been to Richard’s shop, you know there’s enough forged wonders lying around to
fill the member showcase for years to come. Richard has a whole wall dedicated to displaying
the trade items he has accumulated over his years of faithful contribution as a BOA member.
Richard’s shop also has many fine forged pieces that he has made himself. I was privileged to
get to see him demonstrate his wrapped-eye tomahawk technique two years ago when he
traveled to the UALR Applied Arts studio. Richard made many of his own tools, using the
punched eye process,
not cheating and
starting with a ball peen
hammer like me.
But for some reason, I
just kept going back to
this lowly dishing hardy
tool. It is perfect for
making spoons or
putting dimension in
forged leaves. It is
extremely practical, yet
is a little work of art on
its own.
Another beautiful tool
forged by Richard!

VOICE
The Blacksmith Organization of Arkansas

218 Trelon Circle
Little Rock, AR, 72223

PLEASE
PLACE
STAMP
HERE

